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AUTOSHEET COVER SYSTEMS

SKIPLOADER



SKIPLOADER FAST & SAFE AUTOSHEET COVER SYSTEMS

2 3

COVER A CONTAINER WITHIN 
A MINUTE

Quick and simple to operate, keeping 
loading times to a minimum. 

SPEED

SIMPLICITY 
Hydraulic power is taken from the skip-
loader circuit avoiding complicated 
interlocks and electrics. 

The container sheeting system is designed 
to cover various sizes of containers thus 
providing operational flexibility in all 
applications. 

FLEXIBILITY 

This autosheet cover system is hydrau-
lically powered to deploy the sheet over 
the container in one simple operation.

Designed by Hyva engineers to be integrated into the 

skiploader equipment, the hydraulics and structure 

are matched for strength to provide a safe and secure 

operation without increasing the width of the vehicle.

SKIPLOADER AUTOSHEET COVER SYSTEM

The Autosheet Cover System allows drivers to fully 

cover a container in under a minute, greatly 

improving productivity. 

The equipment is operated by hydraulic power 

taken from the skiploader. 

This  avoids electric motors and the need for a 

seperate electro hydraulic power pack, keeping 

maintenance to a minimum. 

BENEFITS

Flexible fits all containers

Increased productivity

Robust Arms and construction

Reliable hydraulic High torque hydraulic 

winding motor i.c.w. spring actuation

Minimum / Low maintenance

FEATURES

Increased productivity and safety

No increase in overall width - no 

compromise on vehicle access onto tight 

areas

Integrated hydraulic power - no add on 

electrics or power pack

Can also be retrofitted to all makes and 

models
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Quality and 
environmental certified

DEALER STAMP

or follow us on:

Founded in 1979 in the Netherlands, the company has a global presence with more than 
30 wholly owned subsidiaries, extraordinary service coverage and 12 manufacturing 

facilities in Brazil, China, Europe and India.

For more information on Hyva, please visit www.hyva.com 

Hyva is a leading provider of innovative and highly efficient transport solutions for 
commercial vehicles used in transport, construction, mining, materials handling and 

environmental service industries.

110 countries
+3,500 employees
20,000 customers
+30 subsidiaries
12 production facilities

Hyva Holding B.V.
Antonie van Leeuwenhoekweg 37
2408 AK  Alphen aan den Rijn
The Netherlands
Telephone: +31 (0)172 - 42 35 55
Telefax: +31 (0)172 - 42 08 80
info@hyva.com
www.hyva.com

Disclaimer: Products shown in this brochure might be partially equipped and may not correspond to the standard version.

Country-specific regulations must be observed. Dimensions may vary. This brochure could be subjected to technical changes, errors and translation mistakes.




